
#

74

Captain

NO

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6050 315 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

CAREER INFORMATION

Games WonGames Started

63%
2016: No Injuries 2015: Played Through Knee Injury (Week 3) 2014: Played Through 
Back Injury (Weeks 15-16) 2013: Played Through Thumb/Thigh Injuries (Weeks 14-15) 
2012: Played Through Undisclosed Illness (Week 13) 2011: Played Through Knee Injury 
(Week 11) 2010: No Injuries

INJURIES

Games Played

96

Best fitted for a Gap system that allows him to use his footwork, hand timing and big body 

to execute Drive and DBL's

SUMMARY

7thyear Offensive Lineman who has started 45 of 96 career games including 14 starts in 16 games played at RT
and LT in 2016. 2ndyear in Houston under Offensive Coordinator George Godsey and Offensive Line coach Mike

Devlin where he was asked to execute in both Zone and Gap blocking concepts and block often 1-on-1 in Pass
Pro. Offense incorporated new QB Brock Osweiler for 14 games and also had Tom Savage under Center for 2
games in 2016. Solid height and weight that displays solid initial quickness but overall adequate AA with

adequate combination of bend, balance, joint flexion, recovery and agility. Competes consistently with ability to
play through injuries and be available constantly. Gap block is solid as he has solid footwork at POA which

allows him to get into a position to block effectively. Displays solid hand timing and forward lean that allows
him to execute Drive and DBL’s effectively and create movement. Zone/Space block is solid, uses solid1stfirst

step to get in position to execute Reach blocks effectively. Displays solid timing in Combination blocks to come
off one block and get to free defender. Competitive toughness is adequate, hasn’t shown the ability to be the guy
to count on in keysituations and lacks physical toughness as he is handled in contested areas and on the ground
consistently. UOH is marginal, placement is wide consistently which results in a lot of his penalties. Bounces off
defenders and doesn’t show the ability to lockand steer the defender due to adequate strength as his hands can

be ripped easily. Bends at the waist and lunges at the defender making him top heavy and allows him to be
thrown off balance easily. In Space, he lacks the foot speed in the open field and on the 2ndlevel along with

struggling to understand angles which results in missed blocks and less explosive plays. Pass pro is adequate,
lacks agility to get enough depth on pass sets and keeps too much space between him and the defender to
deliver an effective punch. Pad level is consistently too high and bends at the waist to lunge towards the
defender which makes him lose balance consistently. Feet stop on contact repeatedly and narrow up along with
his shoulders turning perpendicular to the LOS which makes it difficult for him to defend counter rush moves

inside. Mental processing is adequate as he fails to recognize stunts/twists and relies on his Guard or TE to pick
it up. Anchor ability is marginal, pad level is high with poor hand placement and lacks the play strength to
prevent himself from being forced back into the QB’s lap due to adequate arm and back strength. Overall, a
backup you win in spite of that is best suited for a Gap system due to hisinitial and hand timing at the POA to
effectively execute Drive and DBL’s. Needs to improve UOH, bend, mental processing, Pass Pro and Anchor to be
a starter you can win with

MEASURABLES

Has recovered 3 fumbles, has had 30 accepted penalties for 248 yards in his career. Had 17 

penalties called on him in 2016, 9 ofthem being accepted

SCHEME FIT

KEY STATS

WORST

2016: vs IND 10/16, vs DET 10/30, @JAX 11/13, @OAK 11/21, @TEN 01/01

BEST

Tapes Viewed

PROJECTION

Pro Scouting Report

10-01-85 (32)

Backup you win in spite of that is best suited for a Gap system due to his initial quickness 

and hand timing at the POA to effectively execute Drive and DBL’s. Needs to improve UOH, 
bend, mental processing, Pass Pro and Anchor to be a starter you can win with

Initial Quickness, Hand Timing at POA, Executing Drive and DBL's 

Hand Placement, Bend, Recovery, Feet on Contact, Mental Processing Stunts/Twists, 

Anchor

Positions StartedWinning %

45 60

08 - UDFA - TB

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Southern Mississippi (MSSO)
TEAM

Houston Texans

LT, RT, TE

Clark, ChrisOT

PLAYER INFO

Pro Position(s) Prospect (Last, First) DOB (Age) Scout Name (Last, First) 

Sprangers, Mason


